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To the editor,

Thank you for publishing our article titled \"Deep Learning in Medical Imaging\" in volume 16 of December issue 2019. On page 663 of this article, we found a mistake in a table of contents at Section 5. The Section 5 should include 'IMAGE TO IMAGE TRANSLATION WITHOUT USING GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORK' and 'Image to Image Translation With Using GAN' as subsections '1) Image to Image Translation Without Using GAN' and '2) Image to Image Translation With Using GAN.' At the time of submission, we checked this, but it missed at the publication. We forgot to check it at correction period. The mistake was not due to the editorial office of *Neurospine*. We attached an image with correction marking along with this letter to request correction of a table of contents in Section 5.

Your sincerely,

Namkug Kim
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